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Preface 
 
This little pamphlet contains a numbers of handouts that teachers can use to teach their students 
how to avoid some common writing errors. Of course, students and other people can use this 
short pamphlet simply as a way to refresh their memory about some simple rules of writing. 
 
Feel free to make and give away as many copies as you want to for educational purposes. 
 
Feel free to distribute this little pamphlet as a pdf file. 
 
Teachers may want to use some of these handouts while grading. At Ohio University in Athens, 
Ohio, I require students to hand in their papers in a 2-pocket folder. In the right pocket is the 
final draft. In the left pocket are the early drafts (and outline, when I require one). As I grade, I 
find myself marking the same kinds of errors over and over. Therefore, I have created a number 
of handouts about these common writing errors. When I come across one of these common 
writing errors in a student paper, I put one or more relevant handouts in the students’ 2-pocket 
folder. That way, the student can read at his or her leisure how to recognize and correct the error 
and how to improve his or her writing. 
 
Of course, not all of these handouts will be useful in your particular course, but some of them are 
likely to be helpful to you. 
 
Also, check out this Web site: 
 

http://stores.lulu.com/bruceb 
 
Lots of free stuff is here, including composition projects such as writing an autobiographical 
essay and discussion guides for many works of literature, including Mark Twain’s Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer and The Prince and the Pauper.  
 
These handouts are free. Copy them at will and share them with whomever you wish. 
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How Do I Use Amount And Number? 
 

Use number for things you can count. 
 

Ex: I spilled a large number of bags of flour on the floor. 
 
Use amount for quantities you can’t count. 
 

Ex: I spilled a large amount of flour on the floor. 
 

• Actor Jack Nicholson is aware that two Jacks exist. Big Jack is the image, a raiser of hell 
complete with sunglasses and smokes and other stimulants. Regular Jack is a lot quieter, 
especially at age 70. Occasionally, people see Big Jack when Mr. Nicholson wants them to see 
Regular Jack. This occurs a lot with bartenders. Mr. Nicholson says, “I can’t tell you how many 
bartenders I’ve had to grab by the lapel and say, ‘Look, give me a very big glass with a lot of ice 
and a small amount of bourbon.’ They see Big Jack, and they want to give Big Jack that extra 
shot of bourbon. But you can’t be Big Jack all the time.” 

 
• Alexander Fleming, the discoverer of penicillin, had an older brother named Tom who 

wanted him and yet another brother, who was named Robert, to keep up their studies after they 
had started to work for a living. Tom would ask Alexander and Robert to each contribute a coin, 
then he would quiz them on math, geography, and history. The brother who answered the 
greatest number of questions correctly got both coins. 
 

• Hollywood cameraman James Wong Howe had the greatest amount of fun in his career 
during the days of silent movies. He remembers driving around with a crew looking for a house 
to shoot in front of. If no one was home, they began to shoot the film. If the homeowner returned 
before they had finished, everyone would hop over the fence and take off running as if they were 
in a Keystone Kops comedy. 

 
• Dr. F.P. Keppel, the president of the Carnegie Corporation, which financially supported 

many libraries, made several visits to the Denver Public Library and the University of Denver 
Library. He was impressed by the number of visitors to the libraries, and once joked to librarian 
Malcolm Glenn Wyer, “Now tell me, Malcolm, how much has it cost you to hire all these people 
to keep coming in and out of the library during the days I was here?” 

 
• Tom Hanks, of course, has won back-to-back Oscars for Best Actor for his roles in 

Philadelphia and Forrest Gump. This puts him in the ranks of actors who can command millions 
of dollars for starring in a movie. However, like most other actors, he underwent a period of 
poverty before making it big. Early in his career as an actor, his sister returned several empty 
soda-pop containers for the deposit so that she could send him an admittedly small amount of 
money. 
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How Do I Use Apostrophes to Show Possession? 
 

How do I make singular words possessive? 
 
Answer: Add an apostrophe and an -s. 
 

• Great art is frequently earthy. One of the most famous scenes in Ingmar Bergman’s Fanny 
and Alexander shows the character Uncle Carl amusing children with his virtuoso farting; his 
talents include being able to blow out a candle with his wind. Was the actor who played Uncle 
Carl really farting? Unfortunately, no. Bertil Guve, who played the boy Alexander, explains, 
“They had a person sitting right next to the candle with a tube.” Watch the scene carefully. When 
the candle is blown out, the wind does not come from Uncle Carl’s backside. 
 

• Sir Laurence Olivier paid attention to the little things in his effort to make his wonderful 
acting even better. For example, when he was going to play Dr. Astrov in Chekhov’s Uncle 
Vanya, he was extremely happy when he acquired an authentic pair of 19th-century pince-nez to 
wear when he played the role. He explained, “No one else might know it is real, but the fact that 
it is adds authority to my feeling about the role.” 

 
 

How do I make plural words possessive? 
 
Answer, part 1: If the word does not end in -s, add an apostrophe and -s. 

 
• Children do strange things sometimes. When he was a child, Will Hobbs, author of such 

young people’s novels as Beardance, bought a ticket to a movie, and then he stood in line. When 
the doors opened, the line moved forward, but when young Will reached the ticket-taker, he 
discovered that he had been chewing on his ticket, turning it into a spitball. 
 
 
Answer, part 2: If the word does end in -s, add an apostrophe only. 
 

• Charles Laughton directed the movie The Night of the Hunter, in which an insane preacher 
played by Robert Mitchum chases a small boy named John, played by Billy Chapin, to get him to 
reveal where some money is hidden. After the film had been released, Mr. Laughton heard Mr. 
Mitchum ask Billy, “Do you think John’s frightened of the preacher?” Billy replied that John 
wasn’t, so Mr. Mitchum said, “Then you don’t know the preacher, and you don’t know John.” 
Billy, who was somewhat cocky, said, “Oh, really? That’s probably why I just won the New 
York Critics’ Circle Prize.” Mr. Laughton, hearing this, roared, “Get that child away from me!” 
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Use Brackets for Editorial Insertions 
 

Occasionally, you may need to add words to a quotation to make the quotation more 
understandable to the reader (or to correct an error in the quotation). When you do that, enclose 
your words in brackets to show that the added words (or letters) are your own and not those of 
the speaker. 

 
• If you are really famous, it’s hard to avoid the paparazzi. For a while, celebrity 

photographers were after all the photographs of Jennifer Aniston, Brad Pitt, and Angelina Jolie 
that they could get. (Actually, they still are.) And for a while, Ms. Aniston wore the same outfit 
over and over, hoping that media editors would think that newly taken photographs were actually 
old, leftover photographs. According to celebrity photographer Gary Sun, that trick will no 
longer work. He says that these days the media will “use the pictures, [and] they’ll talk smack 
about you for wearing the same clothes over and over.” 

 
• If you want people to laugh, it helps if they know that you are a comedian. For example, 

Groucho Marx went to a candy store and bought some candy for his children. The candy store 
owner did not recognize him and did not laugh when Groucho said he wanted to buy “just a few 
dainties to make the kiddies sick.” However, later the candy store owner learned that Groucho 
was a famous comedian and so when Groucho entered the store again and said, “The kiddies 
want to get sick again,” the candy store owner laughed hard. Groucho says, “Surely this wasn’t a 
funny remark. Certainly it wasn’t any more amusing than when I had said a similar thing before. 
But the fact that [the candy store owner knew that] I was a comedian made a difference.” 

 
• Controversial film director John Waters, aka the Prince of Puke, finds inspiration for his 

films in real life. In a Baltimore bar, he once asked a man what he did for a living. The man 
replied, “Can I be frank? I trade deer meat for crack.” Mr. Waters reflects, “I can’t think that up. 
I could think of three movies about him. I mean, does he wait at a deer crossing sign and gun it 
when he need[s] a fix? It takes a while to get deer meat so you have to plan ahead, which isn’t 
what most junkies do. Little things like that, anything can inspire me. I base everything on 
regular people who think they’re completely normal and their behavior seems entirely insane to 
me.” 

 
• Being an actor can be an insecure experience, as actors frequently worry about whether 

they will ever find another acting job. Alan Arkin tells a story about the great actor George C. 
Scott. One month after Mr. Scott had won an Oscar for Best Actor for his title role in Patton, a 
good friend of his visited him and heard him yelling. He was yelling for joy, screaming, “I got a 
job! I got a job!” Mr. Arkin makes the important point, “So most [actors] never get over that 
sense of never working again. It’s a precarious life.” Of course, Mr. Arkin tries to get quality 
jobs, although compromise can be a necessity: “I just want good material. But part of taking a 
role is your bank account. If you haven’t worked in six months and the cupboard is bare, then 
your sights get lowered a bit out of necessity.” 
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Capitalize the Names of Holidays such as  
Halloween, Thanksgiving, and Christmas  

 
 

• While creating E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial, director Steven Spielberg worked with young 
children, including a six-year-old Drew Barrymore, and so he wanted to make the filming fun. 
On Halloween, he went to work dressed up in costume—as a woman. Drew remembers, “He 
looked great!” He was also filmed in costume, and he said to the camera, “This is Halloween, 
folks. I don’t dress this way all the time.” 

 
• In 1939, May Wale Brown left Austria to come to New York City to be with her two 

brothers. She arrived on Thanksgiving, and of course the big Macy’s Thanksgiving Parade was 
being held. Her brothers, who loved to tease her, told her that they had arranged the parade in 
order to welcome her to America. (Later, Ms. Brown became a Hollywood script supervisor.) 

 
• When Beth Quinn, former columnist for New York’s Times Herald-Record, was young, she 

and her sister looked forward to two big presents—one for each of them—each Christmas. The 
two big presents came in two big boxes, the tops of which were wrapped in colorful paper. One 
box’s top was red; the other box’s top was blue. To open the box and see the present, all a child 
had to do was to take the top off of a box. When Beth was about eight years old and wondering if 
Santa Claus was real, she came across these two boxes in her family’s storage area. To Beth, this 
was disturbing evidence that perhaps Santa Claus was not real, so she asked her father about the 
boxes: “Why are they here? Why doesn’t Santa have them?” Her father explained the situation 
well: “What are you, nuts or something? You think Santa can haul everything around with him? 
He asked your mother and me years ago to keep those boxes here. He said to put them out on 
Christmas Eve so he can fill them.” This made sense to Beth, who realized, “So that’s why the 
lids come off like that! So he can fill them and doesn’t have to wrap them each time!” Her father 
agreed: “He’s a smart guy, that Santa.” 

 
• Eric Sean Nall is the frontman for the music group Foxy Shazam, who recorded the album 

Introducing. One of the songs on the album, “A Black Man’s Breakfast,” is about Karen, Mr. 
Nall’s girlfriend, a Proctor and Gamble scientist who develops shampoos. When the album came 
out, Mr. Nall’s girlfriend wrote down the lyrics for most of the songs so they could appear in the 
CD booklet, but when Mr. Nall took the lyrics to a printer, he added a couple of lines to “A 
Black Man’s Breakfast”: “Karen, I love you so much. Will you marry me?” He gave her a copy 
of the CD and booklet on Christmas Eve, and when she read the lyrics, she cried—and she said 
yes. 

 
• Madeleine L’Engle, author of A Wrinkle in Time, was a good mother, but not necessarily a 

good baker. When her children asked her to bake a cake for a school bake sale, she did, but the 
cake was lopsided. Therefore, she sent a note to the school, asking, “Is there anything else I 
could do, more in line with my talents? Is there a play we could help with, or anything like that?” 
The following week, she and her husband, a professional actor, found themselves in charge of 
directing the school’s Christmas pageant. 
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When Quoting Part of a Sentence, You May Not Need to Use a Capital Letter 
 
 

• Chris Lemmon, the son of actor Jack Lemmon, wrote a memoir of his father titled A Twist 
of Lemmon: A Tribute to My Father. In the book, and in interviews about the book, he tells 
stories about the two of them chasing a couple of poodles through the yard of actor James 
Coburn. Chris and Jack look up, see Mr. Coburn glowering at them through a picture window, 
and they point to each other and say, “It’s his fault.” By the way, Mr. Coburn is actually a nice 
guy. Chris said in an interview that “he was just one of the biggest teddy bears you’d ever want 
to meet on the face of the earth.” 

 
• Ridley Scott has directed many different kinds of films including Alien, American 

Gangster, Blade Runner, Gladiator, Hannibal, Matchstick Men, and Thelma and Louise. As you 
would expect, he watches many, many films. At 11 p.m. he starts watching a movie, and he says 
that “if I’m still watching at 1, that means it’s a good film.” 

 
• Eileen Daffern was 93 years old in 2007, but that did not stop her from being an activist, 

especially when it came to resisting nuclear weapons. She says, “The great challenge is to make 
people realize the power they have to change the world. It can be changed, you know.” She is 
healthy for her age, she inherited good genes from her parents, and she takes pride in her 
appearance. When her mother was 90 years old, Eileen saw her looking at her appearance in the 
mirror. Eileen says, “Her gestures were those of a young girl preening herself. ... I, too, look in 
the mirror.” In fact, when she sees photographs that make her look “too ancient,” she gleefully 
destroys them. 

 
• According to Brad Pitt, his children are “the funniest people I’ve ever met.” For example, 

in 2008 his daughter Shiloh went through a phase where she wanted to be called by another 
name: John or Peter. Mr. Pitt calls it “a Peter Pan thing” where whenever he starts to call her by 
her real name she responds, “I’m John.” Of course, Mr. Pitt is right when he says that this stuff is 
“cute to parents” and he is wrong when he says that this stuff is “probably really obnoxious to 
other people.” It’s actually pretty cute to other people. 

 
• While in seminary, TV’s Mister Rogers visited a church where he heard a sermon that he 

thought was terrible and violated everything that he had learned about writing and delivering 
sermons. However, the woman sitting next to him had tears running down her face, and she 
whispered, “He said exactly what I needed to hear.” That day, Mister Rogers learned that “the 
space between a person doing his or her best to deliver a message of good news and the needy 
listener is holy ground.” 

 
• According to the Rabbi of Sadagora, we can learn about God from the inventions of 

Humankind. From a train, we can learn that “because of one second we can miss everything.” 
From a telegraph, we can learn that “every word is counted and charged.” And from a 
telephone, we can learn that “what we say here is heard there.” 
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Use a Colon Between Two Independent Clauses When the Second Clause 
Summarizes or Explains the First 

 
• Shirley Temple became a child star in movies before she learned how to read. So how did 

she learn her lines? Her mother read her the scripts of her movies at bedtime. In 1934, little 
Shirley won a miniature Oscar to recognize a major accomplishment: According to Hollywood, 
she had brought “more happiness to millions of children and millions of grownups than any child 
of her years in the history of the world.” 

 
• The parents of Sandra Bullock, star of Speed, loved opera. Her mother sang, and her father 

taught voice. When Sandra was eight years old, she made her debut on the operatic stage: She 
played a gypsy child. The part was non-singing and non-speaking, but richly rewarding—
members of the audience threw chocolates to her. 

 
• A fun movie about drag queens is the Australian film The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of 

the Desert. Directed by Stephan Elliott, the surprise international hit even won an Academy 
Award for Costume Design. This win is amazing: The showpiece costume of the film—the flip-
flop dress—was made for only $7, thus showing the superiority of originality over money. 
(When the film’s costume designer, Lizzy Gardiner, picked up her Oscar, she wore a dress made 
from credit cards.) Of course, the male stars of the film wore dresses for the movie, but for the 
crew photo taken after the film was completed, every member of the crew, including some very 
macho males, happily wore a dress. 

 
• Not every family is happy. While growing up, actor Corbin Bernsen did not have a really 

good relationship with his father, and at one point, during the process of getting a divorce, his 
mother was drinking way too much. In addition, Corbin was going through a process of teenage 
rebellion and blaming his parents for it. Corbin says, “I was a typical kid, getting high and acting 
crazy. And I said, ‘Well, Mom is this’ and ‘I do this because of that’ and ‘What do you expect?’” 
His father then taught him an important lesson. Corbin remembers, “My dad said, ‘You have a 
choice in life. You can be happy or you can be sad. But don’t blame anybody else other than 
yourself. If your life is going to be screwed up, don’t blame me or your mom.’” He decided to 
become an actor after seeing his mother on the stage in a production of The Miracle Worker, 
following which he thought, “Wow, that’s my mother up there, the crazy woman who makes my 
dinner. Look at what she’s doing!’” She also taught him an important lesson: “She said, ‘I don’t 
mind you following what I’m doing. You’ve seen the ups and downs. The only thing I demand 
of you is that you love and respect your craft. It doesn’t matter if you’re doing a commercial or a 
movie, just love it. Love all of it.’” 
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Use a Colon to Direct Attention to an Appositive 
 

An appositive renames something. 
 

• Jeff Bridges had a good reason for wanting to star in the 1976 remake of King Kong: “I 
used to pretend I was sick whenever I saw [in] the TV Guide [that] King Kong was going to be 
on, so I could stay home from school and watch the original.” Mr. Bridges, however, is critical of 
the performance of one of his co-stars in the remake. He says, “The monkey in that was just 
terrible. Oh, my God. Just terrible.” Mr. Bridges has also seen another movie numerous times: 
The Big Lebowski, a cult favorite in which he plays The Dude. He says, “Normally when a 
movie of mine comes on I’ll turn the channel, but when Lebowski comes on, I’ll say, ‘I’ll just 
wait until Turturro licks the [bowling] ball, then I’ll change the channel.’” But after Turturro 
licks the bowling ball, Mr. Bridges will say that he’ll wait until another key moment in the movie 
occurs, and then he’ll turn the channel. This keeps repeating itself until Mr. Bridges discovers 
that he has watched The Big Lebowski yet another time. 

 
• According to Brad Pitt, his children are “the funniest people I’ve ever met.” For example, in 

2008 his daughter Shiloh went through a phase where she wanted to be called by another name: 
John or Peter. Mr. Pitt calls it “a Peter Pan thing” where whenever he starts to call her by her 
real name she responds, “I’m John.” Of course, Mr. Pitt is right when he says that this stuff is 
“cute to parents” and he is wrong when he says that this stuff is “probably really obnoxious to 
other people.” It’s actually pretty cute to other people. 

 
• Adrienne Janic, host of the car show Overhaulin’ on TLC, attended the 2008 Christian 

Oscars: the Movieguide awards. She wore a dress with slits up the sides, and when she sat 
down, she used two napkins so that she would have enough material to cover up the top of the 
slits. Even so, one of the Christians present warned her about the evils of wearing such a dress. 
Ms. Janic replied, “Oh, I’ve got a mansion in hell.” 

 
• Arnold Schwarzenegger has exhibited a lot of drive in his life. One person who taught him 

to accomplish much was Franz Steeger, a boy in Arnold’s village who held the record for 
chinning himself on a tree limb: 21 chin-ups. The 14-year-old Arnold tried chinning himself, 
and he did 18 chin-ups, but Franz told him, “You do the rest with your mind.” Franz gave him a 
pep talk, and Arnold tried again. He did 18 chin-ups, then he did a difficult 19th chin-up, and then 
Franz reminded him, “You do the rest with your mind.” Arnold kept going, and he broke the 
record with 22 chin-ups. 
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Use a Colon to Direct Attention to a List 
 

• While Michael Kidd was choreographing the movie Guys and Dolls, Samuel Goldwyn 
wanted to take him out for a meal, so he asked him if he liked Jewish food. Mr. Kidd did, so Mr. 
Goldwyn took him to Lindy’s, raving on the way about Lindy’s delicious Jewish food: gefilte 
fish, kishke, kneidlach, kugel, lockshen, and so on. Arriving at Lindy’s, Mr. Goldwyn asked 
the waiter what the special was. The waiter replied, “Irish stew,” and Mr. Goldwyn said, “That’s 
what we’ll have.” 
 

• Ernie Banks was the first African-American athlete to play for the Chicago Cubs, and he 
worried about how the veteran Cubs would treat an African-American rookie. He needn’t have 
worried. When he walked into the Cubs for the first time, three players were there: home-run 
hitter Hank Sauer and infielders Randy Jackson and Bill Serena. All three players shook 
Mr. Banks’ hand and welcomed him to the Cubs. The same thing happened when he met home-
run hitter Ralph Kiner. During batting practice, Mr. Banks had no bats of his own, so he asked 
Mr. Kiner if he could use one of his bats. Mr. Kiner had no objections. Mr. Banks hit the first 
pitch thrown to him into the left-field bleachers, and the Cubs were silent for a moment, then Mr. 
Kiner yelled to Mr. Banks, “Hey, Banks! You can use all my bats if you promise to keep on 
hitting like that!” 

 
• In the winter of 1995, the weather was so cold that over four inches of ice formed on a 

small lake in Indiana, making it safe to walk on. However, a few warm days in February melted 
some of the ice, making it dangerous to walk on. Unfortunately, 12-year-old Josh Mitchell didn’t 
realize that, and he decided to take a short cut to a friend’s house by walking across the semi-
frozen lake. He fell through the ice, and a dog named Levi, the pet of Denise and George 
Hammond, saw him and started whining. George heard the whining, investigated, and saw Josh 
floundering in the icy water. He ordered, “Levi, fetch!” Levi ran out onto the lake, jumped into 
the water, and allowed Josh to hold on to him. Meanwhile, George and Denise brought Levi’s 
20-foot leash out to the lake and tried to throw it to Josh, but the leash was too short. Because she 
didn’t know how long Levi could keep Josh afloat, Denise went out on the ice, knowing that 
although she weighed less than her husband, she would probably fall through the ice. In fact, she 
did fall through the ice four feet away from Josh. She kept breaking the ice until she could reach 
Josh, then she kept him afloat. George called Levi, and Levi came out of the water. Two 
neighbors brought an extension ladder out to the lake and pushed it to where Denise and Josh 
were. Denise pushed Josh up on the ladder and then climbed up on the ladder herself. The ladder 
distributed their weight across a large area of the ice so that they didn’t fall through, and they 
reached the shore. Denise fainted when she reached the shore, but paramedics took care of her 
and Josh and took them to the hospital, where they quickly recovered from their ordeal. Of 
course, Josh and his parents were grateful to Levi and the Hammonds, and they sent them gifts: 
bones for Levi, a big bouquet of flowers for Denise, and a gift certificate to be used at a pet 
store. 
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After an Independent Clause, Use a Colon to Direct Attention to a Quotation 
 

• This may be a shock to some people, but at one time, two-time Oscar-winner Jody Foster 
thought about giving up acting. She found acting not to be rewarding anymore, and she thought 
about entering some other profession where she could use her analytical skills. Ms. Foster says, 
“I had been feeling there was something kind of not intellectually valuable about being an actor. 
It had started to seem like a really dumb job.” Fortunately, she realized what the problem was: 
“It was me. It was my fault. I wasn’t bringing enough to it. I hadn’t realized that it was my 
responsibility to go deeper, to really build a character from the ground up; that to really be 
a good actor, you had to be able to discuss a movie, any movie that you’re taking on, and to 
see the literature in it. Then it becomes fascinating. Then you get better as an actor. Then 
you learn to really love movies.” With this realization, Ms. Foster rededicated herself to her 
career—at age 12. This paid off in a big way. Just two years later, when she was 14, she played a 
prostitute in Taxi Driver, earning an Oscar nomination. 
 

• Too often, Hollywood has stereotyped actors and actresses, sometimes because of their 
ethnicity. Anna May Wong played many, many Oriental stereotypes in the 1930s, something she 
disliked. So, of course, did other actors and actresses with Oriental features (or makeup that 
made them appear Oriental). Once, Ms. Wong said, “Why is it that the screen Chinese is nearly 
always the villain? And so crude a villain. Murderous, treacherous, a snake in the grass. We are 
not like that. How should we be, with a civilization that is so many times older than that of the 
west?” In 1960, after appearing seldom in movies for two decades, she played Lana Turner’s 
housekeeper in Portrait in Black. Again, the stereotypes came out, this time from the publicity 
department, which explained Ms. Wong’s long absence from the screen by passing along a 
proverb that supposedly had been taught to Ms. Wong by her mother, “Don’t be photographed 
too much or you’ll lose your soul.” Ms. Wong’s own explanation was this: “I was so tired of 
the parts I had to play.” 
 

• When he was four years old, actor Steve Buscemi was hit by a bus and got his skull 
fractured. This doesn’t mean that he was unlucky—the accident could have been a lot worse. In 
addition, when he became 18 years old, he received a $6,000 settlement from the city. He used 
the money to pay for acting school at the Lee Strasberg Institute, where he studied with John, 
Lee’s son, who was more laid-back than his famous father. For example, Mr. Buscemi describes 
an acting scenario at the institute: “They had this thing where if you were in a desert and 
imagining sun beating down on you, you couldn’t use the stage light to imagine the sun. But 
John said if the stage light works, that’s fine. The audience don’t know and don’t care.” 
Mr. Buscemi, of course, gets results, as is evidenced by his roles in such movies as Fargo, 
Reservoir Dogs, and Ghost World. 
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Use a Comma or Commas to Set Off Direct Address 
 

Use a comma or commas to set off direct address. Direct address occurs when someone is 
addressed directly by name or a name. For example:  
 

“Hi, David.”  
“Hello, Dad.”  
“What’s happening, man?” 
“Hello, Mr. Chelini.” 
“This concerns you, Mr. Chelini, because of the cost of shutting down the plant.” 
 

• Actor John Hurt co-starred with Harrison Ford in the 2008 action-adventure movie Indiana 
Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull. The 66-year-old Mr. Ford has kept himself in shape, 
and he did his own fights and many of his character’s stunts in the movie. At one point, after 
performing a harrowing stunt, Mr. Ford turned to Mr. Hurt and joked, “Well, you don’t think 
they employ me to act, did you, John?” 

 
• John Cho and Kal Penn are the Korean and Indian stars of the 2004 cult movie Harold & 

Kumar Go to White Castle, but they have done much more acting than that film and its sequel. 
Mr. Cho played Sulu in a Star Trek movie and appeared as a hip-hop-savvy accountant named 
Kenny in TV’s Ugly Betty. Mr. Penn appeared on TV’s House and landed a role in the dramatic 
movie The Namesake in part because of Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle. He explains that 
Namesake director Mira Nair let him audition because “her 14-year-old son, who was a Harold 
& Kumar fan, […] every night before bed said, ‘Mom, please audition Kal Penn for the part.’” 

 
• The brother of journalist Donald Liebenson once saw actor Paul Newman at an airport and 

asked him for an autograph for his mother, who was a big fan. Mr. Newman replied, “Sorry, pal. 
Tell your mom that I don’t sign autographs, but I’d be happy to buy her a beer.” Years later, Mr. 
Liebenson saw Mr. Newman at a publicity junket and recounted that story to him. Mr. Newman 
replied that he could remember the exact moment that he began declining to sign autographs: “I 
was standing at a urinal in Sardi’s, and this guy came though the door with a piece of paper. I 
thought this was inappropriate. It wasn’t just an invasion of privacy. It was an invasion of 
purpose.” 

 
• TV commercials for the European jeans manufactured by Diesel sometimes addressed 

contemporary issues. One commercial was headlined, “How to smoke 145 cigarettes a day.” In 
it, a talking skull asks the viewers, “Man, who needs two lungs anyway?” 
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After an Introductory Element, Use a Comma 
 

After an introductory element, use a comma. 
 
Note: For short introductory elements, commas may be optional.  
 

• When Quentin Tarantino was casting Kill Bill, he held a meeting with the actors. Ricardo 
Montalban was supposed to be present to read the part of a Mexican pimp who was Bill’s 
mentor, but he did not show up. Michael Parks, who was to play the role of a Southern sheriff, 
did show up, and he also read the part of the Mexican pimp. Mr. Tarantino liked the reading so 
much that he immediately hired Mr. Parks to act the part of the Mexican pimp as well as the role 
of the Southern sheriff. David Carradine, who played the role of Bill, was at the meeting. He 
remembers resolving never to miss a Quentin Tarantino meeting, and he thinks the other actors 
present made the same resolution. 

 
• In 2008, brothers Drew and John Erick Dowdle had a hit with the horror movie 

Quarantine. They consciously modeled their careers on filmmaking brothers Joel and Ethan 
Cohen, with one brother studying moviemaking and the other brother studying business. After 
all, you have to come up with the money to make a movie before you actually make a movie. 
Their father, Dr. John Dowdle, an orthopedic surgeon in St. Paul, Minnesota, remembers 
thinking that perhaps the two brothers would not make a good team, based on their relationship 
while they were growing up. He says, “John was always causing Drew trouble in school. When 
Drew came in for freshman initiation day, they made him kneel on the floor and sing the 
school anthem with his head in the locker. When he finished and looked around, they were all 
gone.” The two brothers do cast their father in their movies, but only in small parts. He mock-
complains, “They haven’t given me a speaking part yet. I consider that parental abuse.” 

 
• In 2008, Dustin Hoffman and Angelina Jolie lent their voices to the animated movie Kung 

Fu Panda, which starred the character voiced by Jack Black. Actually, Mr. Hoffman had met 
Ms. Jolie in 1991, when she was 16 years old and he was starring in the movie Hook. Ms. Jolie’s 
father, Jon Voight, called Mr. Hoffman to say, “My kids are dying to meet Captain Hook. Are 
you in costume? Can I come over with the kids?” Mr. Hoffman agreed to meet Mr. Voight’s 
kids, and he remembers, “So he brings over his kids. I’m introduced to his son and his daughter 
and she’s this tall, thin, gawky-looking girl with a mouth full of braces and he introduces us.” 
Making small talk, Mr. Hoffman asked the kids what they wanted to do. He remembers that Ms. 
Jolie had an answer ready: “And she gave me a laser-like intensity look and she says, ‘I’m going 
to be an actress.’ And I went home to my wife and I said, ‘I don’t think this kid has any idea 
what a tough road she’s got.’” 
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Use Commas to Separate the Items in a Series of Three or More 
 

Use commas to separate the items in a series of three or more. 
 

Ex: I like Sarah Silverstone, Lenny Bruce, and Richard Pryor. 
 
Do not use a comma to separate the items in a series of two. 
 

Ex: I like Laurel and Hardy. 
 
 

• If you are really famous, it’s hard to avoid the paparazzi. For a while, celebrity 
photographers were after all the photographs of Jennifer Aniston, Brad Pitt, and Angelina 
Jolie that they could get. (Actually, they are still are.) And for a while, Ms. Aniston wore the 
same outfit over and over, hoping that media editors would think that newly taken photographs 
were actually old, leftover photographs. According to celebrity photographer Gary Sun, that trick 
will no longer work. He says that these days the media will “use the pictures, [and] they’ll talk 
smack about you for wearing the same clothes over and over.” 

 
• Rick Aviles, the actor whose character killed Patrick Swayze’s character in Ghost, once 

made his living as a street comedian in New York—after he passed the hat he would find 
American money, francs, yen, and marks. 

 
• Ridley Scott has directed many different kinds of films including Alien, American 

Gangster, Blade Runner, Gladiator, Hannibal, Matchstick Men, and Thelma and Louise. As 
you would expect, he watches many, many films. At 11 p.m. he starts watching a movie, and he 
says that “if I’m still watching at 1, that means it’s a good film.” 

 
• Werner Herzog, the director of Fitzcarraldo, The Enigma of Caspar Hauser, and Aguirre, 

the Wrath of God, has advice on how to become a successful filmmaker: “Work as a bouncer in 
a sex club, work as a taxi driver, work as a butcher—earn the money and make your own film.” 
Perhaps his most important advice is to make a film instead of making excuses for why you can’t 
make a film. He says, “Today, with these little digital cameras, there is no excuse any more.” Mr. 
Herzog himself stole his first camera and used it to make 11 films. He says about the camera, “It 
fulfilled its real destiny.” 

 
• When Groucho Marx, star of such movies as Horsefeathers with his famous brothers, was a 

young man in vaudeville, he once worked at an Atlantic City theater whose manager also ran a 
boarding house on the waterfront where entertainers stayed. This manager was a man who knew 
how to save a dollar. Every meal featured fish because outside Groucho’s window, the theater 
manager kept a huge fishing net into which Groucho’s breakfast, lunch, and dinner swam. 
Perhaps unnecessarily, Groucho says that after his engagement at the Atlantic City theater was 
over, for an entire week he ate nothing but roast beef. 
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Use a Comma or Commas to Set Off Parenthetical Elements 
 

Set off parenthetical elements with commas. 
 

She, however, is not afraid of them. 
 
She, on the other hand, is not afraid of them. 
 
We see, though, that she is small. 

 
• As a very young actress, Eliza Dushku worked with Arnold Schwarzenegger in the movie 

True Lies. She had never really planned to act, and her mother was not even close to being a 
stage mother, so they were learning what to do little by little, and lots of people were giving them 
lots of advice, including this: “Your kid has a funny name, Judy—you should think about 
changing it.” Mr. Schwarzenegger, however, said, “Eliza, Judy, trust me, keep her name, people 
will learn it, take it from me.” 

 
• Script supervisor May Wale Brown was very impressed by the professionalism shown by 

Henry Fonda in the making of Gideon’s Trumpet, which was a Hallmark Hall of Fame TV 
movie. In the movie, Mr. Fonda used a pair of wire-rimmed glasses in his portrayal of the 
character he was playing. His own real glasses had heavy rims because they contained a hearing 
aid that he needed due to his old age. In a scene with Fay Wray, the camera focused on Ms. 
Wray, and Mr. Fonda was not, of course, in her close-ups. However, Mr. Fonda said his lines 
well, and he continued to wear the wire-rimmed glasses. When Ms. Brown told him that he could 
wear his own glasses (she did not want to mention the hearing aid), Mr. Fonda replied, “I want 
Fay to see the Gideon character when she looks at me. It’ll make it easier for her.” 

 
• In 1981, Karen Allen played the only “girl” whom Indiana Jones ever loved in Raiders of 

the Lost Ark, and in 2008 her character met the hero again in Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of 
the Crystal Skull. Of course, she was a couple of decades older, and filming took a little 
adjustment, although she “dove right back in, driving these big dusty, clanking old trucks on 
these remote locations, just like old times!” Still, Ms. Allen says, “In the beginning, I was saying, 
‘Oh, I don’t need the knee pads. Nooo, I don’t need elbow pads!’ After a few days, though, 
you’re like, ‘If I put a double set on the knees, will the camera see them through my pants?’ All 
that flinging yourself around is the hard part.” 

 
• Some superstars enjoy fame. When silent-movie greats Douglas Fairbanks and Mary 

Pickford got married, they went to Europe for their honeymoon, where they were at first 
astonished by the mobs of people who recognized them. Therefore, they slipped away to 
Germany, where they were not nearly so well known. After a while, though, they decided to go 
back to where they had been mobbed. Ms. Pickford said to her new husband, “Let’s go 
someplace where we are known. I’ve had enough obscurity for a lifetime.” 
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Use Commas or Other Punctuation to Set Off Speaker Tags 
 

Set off speaker tags with a comma or other punctuation. 
 
Speaker tags are short phrases such as “he said” or “she replied” or “David yelled” or “Sally 
asked.” 
 

Bill asked, “How are you?” 
Sally replied, “I am well.” 
 

Note: These sentences are also correct. 
 
“How are you?” Bill asked. 
“What time is it?” the stranger asked. 
“Help!” he shouted. 

 
• When friends Walter Matthau and Jack Lemmon made the movie Buddy, Buddy, Mr. 

Matthau took a bad spill on the set. Worried, Mr. Lemmon folded his jacket and tenderly put it 
under Mr. Matthau’s head, then asked, “Are you comfortable?” Mr. Matthau replied, “I make a 
living.” 

 
• When Fay Kanin started writing for the movies, she told her boss, Sam Marx, the story 

editor at MGM, “Mr. Marx, I know you own Gone with the Wind. I’ve read it, and I would be a 
wonderful writer for it.” He smiled at her brashness and said, “I think they have in mind a more 
expensive writer for it.” Ms. Kanin always appreciated that he used the word “expensive” instead 
of the word “talented.” 

 
• While studying at the School of Visual Arts in Manhattan, Keith Haring used to create art 

on long lengths of paper—the paper was so long that he rolled it out the door and onto the city 
sidewalk. Passersby used to talk to him about his art. Mr. Haring later said, “Most of them 
weren’t the type to go to art galleries, but a lot of their comments struck me as more perceptive 
than those of my teachers and fellow students.” In 1990, Mr. Haring died of AIDS. 

 
• While Andre Previn was married to Mia Farrow, he belonged to the Garrick Club. One day, 

the club secretary invited him to bring Mia to dinner there, but added, “By the way, you must 
forgive me for this, but she can’t use the main staircase. The women have to go round the back.” 
This shocked Mr. Previn, and when he told his wife about the invitation—and about women not 
being allowed to use the main staircase—she replied, “You have 10 minutes in which to quit the 
club.” Fortunately, he had the perfect reply: “I’ve already done it.” Years later, Mr. Previn said, 
“Unbelievable. Mia was the wrong person to try that on.” 
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Use a Comma and a Conjunction to Separate Two Independent Clauses 
 

An independent clause is a clause that can be correctly punctuated as a complete sentence. 
 

Ex: I like this, and she likes that. 
 

Note: The comma goes before the conjunction (the connecting word). 
 

• Fayard Nicholas of the dance team the Nicholas Brothers loved vaudeville and hung out in 
the theaters, watching all the acts and learning from them. When he was 11 years old, he decided 
to become an entertainer, so he created an act for himself and his brother and sister. They stayed 
up late rehearsing the act, and when their parents reminded them that it was a school night, 
Bayard told them, “We have something to show you.” Their parents watched the act, and then 
they looked at each other and said, “Hey, we have something here.” Their father had them 
audition for the manager of the Philadelphia’s Standard Theater, who quickly told him, “They’re 
booked for next week.” The Nicholas Brothers became a famous dance team in movies. 

 
• After making the movie Get Smart, Steve Carell, who plays Maxwell Smart, knew that his 

seven-year-old daughter and some of her friends wanted to see it. However, he warned her that 
seeing the movie might be embarrassing for her: “I had to prepare her for a scene where you see 
me with my trousers off. I said, ‘You’re going to go see this with your friends, and you’re going 
to see my naked butt. Are you going to get embarrassed? Because you don’t have to go.’” His 
daughter asked, “Is it funny?” Mr. Carell replied, “I think so.” And she made her decision: 
“Well, okay then.” Her decision made Mr. Carell, who values funny highly, happy. 

 
• Children do strange things sometimes. When he was a child, Will Hobbs, author of such 

young people’s novels as Beardance, bought a ticket to a movie, and then he stood in line. When 
the doors opened, the line moved forward, but when young Will reached the ticket-taker, he 
discovered that he had been chewing on his ticket, turning it into a spitball. 

 
• Mitzi Green was a child star at Paramount, and she became friends with Maxine Marx, the 

daughter of comedian Chico Marx. During a stay-over at Maxine’s house, Mitzi put a cream on 
her face. Maxine asked what the cream was, and Mitzi replied, “It’s a freckle remover.” “Does it 
work?” “It hasn’t yet, but I keep hoping.” 

 
• We think of Paul Muni as a serious actor who undertook serious roles, winning an Oscar as 

Best Actor for playing the lead role in The Story of Louis Pasteur, but he was also a master of 
the put-on. He was born in what is now the Ukraine, and when he was in his 30s, he became an 
American citizen by passing a test that asked questions about American history and politics. At 
the beginning of the test, he spoke with a heavy accent and looked puzzled by the questions he 
was being asked, but as the test continued he lost his accent and boldly answered the questions. 
When he answered the final question, he spoke with no accent at all, and then he told his 
examiner, “Your honor, it’s remarkable. Now that you’ve made me a citizen, I can speak 
perfectly!” 
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Use a Dash or Dashes for an Abrupt Break in the  
Flow of a Sentence or Dialogue 

 
Dashes are also used for emphasis. 

 
 

• In a 2002 interview for Esquire, Cameron Diaz spoke about a notable practical joke that she 
played on unsuspecting guests at her home. She has a device that emits fart noises, and whenever 
a guest sits on a certain cushion located directly over the device, she uses a remote control to 
activate the device. Ms. Diaz says, “It’s the best. It’s like drugs. The first time you do it to 
somebody who’s not expecting it—man, it’s just the greatest high!” Unfortunately, the joke 
does have a drawback: “But you can never get away with it twice, so you have to move on to the 
next person.” 

 
• In New York City, comedian Bob Smith worked as a cater-waiter for a woman who 

introduced her dogs to him by saying, “This is Picasso, and this is Gorky—the painter, not the 
writer.” 

 
• Being a gorilla imitator can be a harrowing occupation, as during the filming of the Marx 

Brothers’ A Day at the Circus an actor portraying the gorilla fainted twice because the owner of 
the gorilla skin refused to allow ventilation holes to be pierced in it because it was so valuable. 
However, one day the owner of the gorilla skin noticed something strange—the actor had been 
inside the gorilla skin for three hours and hadn’t fainted yet (normally, anyone wearing the 
gorilla skin fainted after two hours). Investigating, he discovered that the actor had taken an 
icepick and made several unauthorized ventilation holes in the skin. 

 

• What are the anti-aging secrets of top movie stars? How is an aging movie star able to act 
credibly in an action movie? Of course, diet and exercise help, although tricks can help, too. For 
example, wrinkles in close-ups can be eliminated through technology after the film has been 
shot. In addition, hemorrhoid cream can work well for short periods of time, according to award-
winning make-up artist Daniel Phillips. An aging star can put hemorrhoid cream on the bags 
under his eyes, and for a couple of hours the skin will tighten—long enough to shoot some 
close-ups. 

 
• When Ingrid Bergman arrived in Hollywood her first time, she sent fellow Swedish actress 

Greta Garbo—who desired privacy—some flowers and an invitation to have dinner and 
spend time together. Ms. Garbo accepted the invitation by telegram—three months later, when 
Ms. Bergman was leaving Hollywood. Ms. Bergman told George Cukor about Ms. Garbo’s odd 
behavior. Mr. Cukor was friendly with Ms. Garbo, and he told Ms. Bergman, “Of course, Greta 
wouldn’t have sent the telegram unless she was sure you were leaving.” 

 
• Berenice Abbot wanted to go to the Bowery to take a few photographs, but a supervisor 

tried to stop her from going by telling her that nice girls did not go to the Bowery. She replied 
that she was a photographer—not a nice girl. 
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Use Adjective-Forming Hyphens When Combining Two or More Words to 
Form an Adjective That Appears Before the Word It Modifies 

 
When you combine two or more words to form an adjective that appears before the noun it 
modifies, use hyphens to connect the adjective-forming words together. 
 

• First-time filmmaker Marc Webb did not want to direct a romantic comedy—until he saw 
the screenplay for (500) Days of Summer, written by Scott Neustadter and Michael H. Weber. 
The first few lines were these: “Any resemblance to people living or dead is purely accidental. 
Especially Jenny Beckman. Bitch.” “I liked that,” Mr. Webb says. “It’s fun, and it says, this 
movie is going to be a little bit different. You might have to engage a little more.” The film was a 
hit and may someday be regarded as a classic—Roger Ebert gave it the top-rated 4 stars. Mr. 
Webb himself says, “I don’t think this is a profoundly probing movie, but it’s a simple movie 
that speaks a little bit of the truth, and just dances with reality and is fun.” 
 

• Sometimes, achieving great success at a young age can lead to the problem of continually 
being asked about your early work despite all the good work you have done since then. One day, 
Orson Welles and Norman Mailer were having dinner when Mr. Mailer asked Mr. Welles a 
question about Citizen Kane, which Mr. Wells had created at age 25. Mr. Welles groaned and 
said, “Oh, Norman, not Citizen Kane.” At first, Mr. Mailer was surprised, but then he realized 
what was the problem and said, mentioning his own youthful world-class work of art, “Mmm, 
yeah—it’s like me and The Naked and the Dead.” Other people also realized the burden that very 
great and very early success can have on a person. After seeing Citizen Kane, impresario Billy 
Rose told Mr. Welles, “Quit, kid—you’ll never top it.” 

 
• Actor Will Smith is known as a rapper, TV star, and movie star. He is also known for his 

ears, and he says that when he was a kid, he resembled Alfred E. Newman, the funny-looking 
character who graces the covers of Mad magazine. In fact, one of young Will’s friends told him 
that he “looked like a car with the doors open.” Today, as a major film star, Will knows exactly 
where to give the credit for his success: “It’s the ears! Americans have an ear fetish. Absolutely. 
Americans love people with big ears—Mickey Mouse, Goofy, Ross Perot. America loves ears.” 

 
• One of the ways that comedian Whoopi Goldberg knew that she was beginning to make it 

big was that caricaturist Harry Hirschfeld worked his art on her in The New York Times while she 
was appearing on a one-woman show on Broadway. Mr. Hirschfeld traditionally hides his 
daughter’s name—Nina—in his caricatures, and in his caricature of Ms. Goldberg he wrote 
“Nina” 40 times. Ms. Goldberg was so pleased with Mr. Hirschfeld’s caricature that she sent him 
flowers. 

 
• German artist Käthe Kollwitz once drew a portrait of herself and Peter, her seven-year-old 

son. The pose necessitated that she hold her son while drawing with one hand for long periods of 
time. This sometimes made her groan, but Peter would tell her, “Don’t worry, Mother. It will be 
beautiful.” In fact, the finished work of art is beautiful. 
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How Do I Use It’s And Its? 
 

its = the possessive form of it 
 

Ex: The dog played with its rawhide bone. 
Ex: The fox left its burrow. 
 

it’s = the contraction of it is 
 

Ex: It’s raining. 
Ex: It’s the day before my paper is due. 
 

its’ = ? 
 

Its’ is not a word. An apostrophe should never follow its. 
 
 

• Drama critic George Oppenheimer was inducted into the Air Force, where he was a part of 
its Motion Picture Unit. As part of his physical, he gave a urine sample, which was picked up by 
a star-struck private, who put it on a tray, then pointed to another bottle on the tray and said with 
awe, “Cary Grant.” (Note for young people: Cary Grant was the Brad Pitt of his time.) 

 
• Violinist Mischa Elman was once present at a dinner given by Harpo Marx during which a 

movie producer listened to some criticisms of his recent movies, then complained of the 
difficulties of producing. Mr. Elman asked, “If it’s so hard to make bad pictures, why don’t you 
make good ones?” 

 
• Edmund Gwenn won an Oscar playing Santa Claus in the movie Miracle on 34th Street. As 

Mr. Gwenn lay dying, Jack Lemmon visited him and asked if dying was hard. Mr. Gwenn 
replied, “Oh, it’s hard, very hard indeed. But not as hard as doing comedy.” 

 
• John Cho and Kal Penn are the Korean and Indian stars of the 2004 cult movie Harold & 

Kumar Go to White Castle, but they have done much more acting than that film and its sequel. 
Mr. Cho played Sulu in a Star Trek movie and appeared as a hip-hop-savvy accountant named 
Kenny in TV’s Ugly Betty. Mr. Penn appeared on TV’s House and landed a role in the dramatic 
movie The Namesake in part because of Harold & Kumar Go to White Castle. He explains that 
Namesake director Mira Nair let him audition because “her 14-year-old son, who was a Harold 
& Kumar fan, […] every night before bed said, ‘Mom, please audition Kal Penn for the part.’” 

 
• Ridley Scott has directed many different kinds of films including Alien, American 

Gangster, Blade Runner, Gladiator, Hannibal, Matchstick Men, and Thelma and Louise. As you 
would expect, he watches many, many films. At 11 p.m. he starts watching a movie, and he says 
that “if I’m still watching at 1, that means it’s a good film.” 
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Use Italics for Emphasis 
 

If you wish to emphasize a word or to show that a person emphasized a word in dialogue, 
italicize that word. 

 
• Controversial film director John Waters has many talents, including the ability to give an 

entertaining pitch to people who may invest money that he can use to make his movies. Once he 
wrote a screenplay about a skinhead invasion of a community, and he pitched it to Dawn Steel of 
Disney, who listened to him, then joked, “Well, sure, when I heard ‘skinheads,’ I thought 
Disney!” Mr. Waters says, “She knew that they weren’t going to do it, but I give an entertaining 
pitch, so she took the meetings anyway.” 

 
• While filming Some Like It Hot, Marilyn Monroe frequently had trouble remembering even 

the simplest lines. For example, in one scene she was supposed to open a drawer and say, 
“Where’s the bourbon?” However, she blew the line in take after take. Therefore, director Billy 
Wilder ordered that the line be pasted in the drawer so she could read it. In the very next take, 
Ms. Monroe opened the wrong drawer—so Mr. Wilder ordered that the line be pasted in every 
drawer. 

 
• Buster Keaton was a hard-working comedian. Garry Moore once asked Buster how he was 

able to perform his pratfalls, and Buster said, “I’ll show you.” Then he showed Mr. Moore the 
bruises on his body. Mr. Moore later said, “So that’s how he did it—it hurt—but you had to care 
enough not to care.” 

 
• Dahlia Messick wanted to be a cartoonist, but she noticed that when she took her artwork 

around to the studios that the male decision-makers would only briefly look at her artwork but 
would ask her out to lunch. Therefore, she adopted the gender-neutral name Dale Messick and 
started mailing her artwork to studios. Eventually, she created the very successful comic strip 
Brenda Starr, Reporter. 

 
• MAD publisher William M. Gaines used to take the MAD writers and artists on a trip every 

year or two. One year, he took everybody to Rome, and they visited the Sistine Chapel, where a 
tour guide informed them that Michelangelo had spent 15 years painting the ceiling. MAD writer 
Dick DeBartolo explained why: “Yeah, but it was two coats!” 
 

• In 1895, African-American poet Paul Laurence Dunbar wanted to publish his first book of 
poems, but the publishing house of the religious organization United Brethren declined to do that 
unless he could give them $125 or had “ample security” for the money. Back then, $125 was a 
lot of money, and Mr. Dunbar had neither that much money nor ample security for that much 
money. Fortunately, the business manager of the company, William Blacher, saw how dejected 
Mr. Dunbar looked, and so he gave his personal guarantee to the company that the $125 would 
be repaid; therefore, Mr. Dunbar’s book of poetry—Oak and Ivy—was printed. Also fortunately, 
a number of Mr. Dunbar’s friends from high school gave him their support. Mr. Dunbar 
personally sold copies of his book at work and to friends, and two weeks after receiving the 
copies of his book, he was able to give the publishing house the $125 he owed it. After all, he 
had sold all of the copies of his book! 
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Use Italics for Foreign Words 
 

Put foreign words in italics. 
 

• In the 1970s, Ohio University President Claude Sowle decided to hold public meetings at 
which college deans would argue for money for their departments. Of course, these were 
spectacular events at which college deans wore caps and gowns and argued passionately for 
money. At one such public meeting, Dr. Henry Lin, Dean of Fine Arts, began his remarks by 
saying, “Ni hao, Dr. Sowle.” Of course, he was speaking flawless Mandarin Chinese, and he 
continued to speak flawless Mandarin Chinese—which Dr. Sowle did NOT understand—for the 
rest of his remarks, occasionally using a Chinese abacus to emphasize a financial point. At the 
end of Dr. Lin’s remarks, President Sowle told him, “Henry, you know I don’t understand 
Chinese, but I’ve never understood you more clearly than right now—you need big bucks!” (By 
the way, the late Dr. Lin is the father of Maya Lin, the genius who designed the Vietnam 
Veterans Memorial in Washington, D.C.) 

 
• Portrait painting has at least one advantage over portrait photography. Queen Victoria once 

asked court painter Alfred Chalfont, whether photography would replace painting. The 
Frenchman replied, “Ah, non, Madame! Photographie can’t flattère.” 

 
• An advantage of being a journalist is that you may occasionally get to interview actors you 

adore. For example, when Guardian reporter Libby Brooks was 13, she saw Dirty Dancing on 
video and fell in love with Johnny Castle, who was played by Patrick Swayze. Lots of young 
girls who saw the movie, including Ms. Brooks, wanted to lose their virginity to Johnny Castle. 
Years later, she got to interview Mr. Swayze, who repeated for her his famous line from the 
movie: “Nobody puts Baby in a corner.” Ms. Brooks’ interview with Mr. Swayze was never 
printed, and she admits today, “In retrospect, I think that my editor was less interested in Swayze 
than in bringing an end to my relentless badgering to let me interview him.” The movie’s rating 
prevented many girls from seeing the movie in theaters—they had to wait to see it on video. This 
meant that some girls were able to be cool by seeing the movie in theaters. Ms. Brooks 
remembers when a French teacher asked Lindsay Cameron in class, “Lequel est le dernier film 
tu as vu?” (What is the last film you saw?). Ms. Cameron confirmed her status as the coolest girl 
in class by replying, “Le Dirty Dancing.” 

 
• Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach once bought a soda to go that cost 50 cents, handed the cashier $2, 

and told her to keep the change. A friend told him that when you order to go, you don’t need to 
tip, and you certainly don’t tip $1.50 for a 50-cent soda. Rabbi Shlomo smiled and said, ‘I know, 
I know. But I’m trying to make up for unzer tierla yiddalach [our sweet Jews] who don’t give 
tips, and consequently make a chilul hashem [defame God’s name].” 
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How Do I Use Lie And Lay? 
 

Lay: Lay is a verb that means to put something or to place something. Lay needs a direct 
object. 

 Ex: Lay the book on the table. 
 
Lie: Lie is a verb that means to rest on a surface or to recline on a surface. Lie does not need a 

direct object. 
 Ex: You have a fever, so lie down and rest. 
 
Lay: Lay is also the past tense of lie. 

Ex: Last night, she lay in bed. 
 

• After soprano Leslie Garrett won the Cleethorpes Cup at the Cleethorpes Festival, her 
father took her to a pub to celebrate. While her father wasn’t watching, Ms. Garrett drank a 
concoction known as a Blue Country, consisting of a pint of Guinness and a shot from every 
bottle in the bar. The next morning, she woke up with a hangover—unfortunately, she needed to 
audition that afternoon for a grant that would pay for her college education. Desperate for help, 
she attended a warm-up session with her voice teacher. However, her voice teacher saw that she 
had a hangover and was unable to sing well, so she told Ms. Garrick, “You’ve ruined your 
chances—I hope you’re proud of yourself.” Ms. Garrick went to the audition alone, where a kind 
receptionist noticed how haggard she looked. The receptionist invited her to lie down, and she 
moved Ms. Garrick’s audition time to last, giving her the maximum amount of time to recover. 
The time for rest worked, and Ms. Garrick recovered her voice and sang superbly, thus saving 
her college education and her future career as a principal soprano with the English National 
Opera. 
 

• Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur were friends and writing collaborators. They liked to 
play board games together and bet on the outcome. However, Mr. MacArthur habitually lost, 
complained about cheating, and never paid Mr. Hecht. Whenever the total amount of money he 
owed to Mr. Hecht reached $100,000, Mr. MacArthur would take out a $5 bill from his wallet, 
lay it on the table, and say, “Tear up that crooked score, and we’ll start playing for cash.” 

 
• Could a British POW in Auschwitz save the lives of Jews? Yes. Major-Sergeant Charles 

Coward was a brave man. He was a liaison with the International Red Cross, a position that 
helped give him access to things he could use to bribe Nazi soldiers. He once traded valuables 
for the corpses of three Jews so he could use them to save the lives of three Jews. Here’s how it 
worked. Each day Jews who could no longer work were marched from Auschwitz to Birkenau to 
be murdered. Some of these Jews died along the way, and their corpses were collected later. 
Major-Sergeant Coward had three Jews pretend to die and lie by the road, and then he arrived 
and gave them civilian clothing so that they could escape into the forest. He and fellow POW 
“Tich” Keenan then left the three Jewish corpses that he had bribed a Nazi for along the road; 
that way, the Nazis would not know that any Jews were missing. Major-Sergeant Coward did 
this over and over. 
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Where do Periods Go When I Use Parentheses? 
 
 

If a complete sentence is INside the parentheses, then put the period INside the parentheses. 
 

• French comic filmmaker Jacques Tati carefully observed people and things, as they gave 
him ideas with which to work. Before creating his movie Traffic, he went to a highway and 
observed. One of the things he noticed was that many people driving away on holiday do not 
look happy. He also noticed a car that contained a dog that stared at a field that the dog could 
have played in. (I highly recommend his M. Hulot’s Holiday, which, like his other films, 
doesn’t need dialogue.) 

 
• When war correspondent and photographer Margaret Bourke-White received permission to 

fly on a bombing expedition during World War II, J. Hampton Atkinson piloted her himself, 
saying, “I’m going to fly you myself because if you die, I want to die, too.” (Fortunately, 
neither of them died.) By the way, while photographer Ms. Bourke-White was attending the 
University of Michigan in the early 1920s, she kept something strange in her dormitory room 
bathtub—a pet milk snake. 
 

• Being a gorilla imitator can be a harrowing occupation, as during the filming of the Marx 
Brothers’ A Day at the Circus an actor portraying the gorilla fainted twice because the owner of 
the gorilla skin refused to allow ventilation holes to be pierced in it because it was so valuable. 
However, one day the owner of the gorilla skin noticed something strange—the actor had been 
inside the gorilla skin for three hours and hadn’t fainted yet. (Normally, anyone wearing the 
gorilla skin fainted after two hours.) Investigating, he discovered that the actor had taken an 
icepick and made several unauthorized ventilation holes in the skin. 
 
If a complete sentence is NOT inside the parentheses, then put the period OUTside the 
parentheses. 
 

• Too often, Hollywood has stereotyped actors and actresses, sometimes because of their 
ethnicity. Anna May Wong played many, many Oriental stereotypes in the 1930s, something she 
disliked. So, of course, did other actors and actresses with Oriental features (or makeup 
that made them appear Oriental). Once, Ms. Wong said, “Why is it that the screen Chinese is 
nearly always the villain? And so crude a villain. Murderous, treacherous, a snake in the grass. 
We are not like that. How should we be, with a civilization that is so many times older than that 
of the west?” In 1960, after appearing seldom in movies for two decades, she played Lana 
Turner’s housekeeper in Portrait in Black. Again, the stereotypes came out, this time from the 
publicity department, which explained Ms. Wong’s long absence from the screen by passing 
along a proverb that supposedly had been taught to Ms. Wong by her mother, “Don’t be 
photographed too much or you’ll lose your soul.” Ms. Wong’s own explanation was this: “I was 
so tired of the parts I had to play.” 
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How Do I Use Principal And Principle? 
 

Principal:  
 
• the head of a high school or an elementary school (noun) 

Ex: The school principal is a pal. 
 

• chief or foremost in importance (adjective) 
Ex: He is the principal actor in the play. 

 
Principle: a basic truth, a rule, a standard, a moral standard 
 Ex: The principles of economics are difficult to understand. 
 

• Kenny Ortega was able to choreograph the movie Dirty Dancing because he had relevant 
experience from high school. Whenever a new hot record came out, he and his friends would 
meet and play the record over and over—sometimes 50 times—before the next Friday night’s 
dance. Those dances were known for their bottled-up sexual tension. Mr. Ortega says, “It was 
not uncommon for our high-school dances to be shut down because of all the gyrating and 
rubbing up against each other. The vice principal would routinely come out on the stage and 
announce, ‘If there is any more dirty dancing in here, the dance will be cancelled.’” 

 
• Aristides de Sousa Mendes, the Portuguese Consul-General in Bordeaux, rescued thousands 

of Jews from the Holocaust by directly disobeying his country’s orders and giving visas to Jews 
so that they could escape to freedom. A devout Roman Catholic, Mr. Mendes knew that he was 
risking his career, his reputation, and his own money by rescuing Jews. However, he said, “I 
cannot allow these people to die. Our constitution says that the religion or the politics of a 
foreigner shall not be used to deny refuge in Portugal. I have decided to follow this principle. 
Even if I am discharged, I can only act as a Christian, as my conscience tells me. If I am 
disobeying orders, I would rather be with God against men than with men against God.” The 
Jews used the Portuguese visas to escape to neutral Spain. 

 
• Ryan White became HIV-positive as a result of his hemophilia, and he faced prejudice 

when other people learned that he had AIDS. Other children called him “faggot,” “homo,” and 
“queer,” although he wasn’t gay, and they sometimes wrote obscenities on his school locker. In 
addition, someone slashed the tires on his family’s car, and someone shot a bullet through his 
family’s living room. (Fortunately, no one was hurt.) Because of the prejudice and the danger 
that they faced, Ryan and his family moved from Kokomo, Indiana, to Cicero, Indiana. In 
Kokomo, Ryan had been forced to sue in order to be permitted to go to school, but in Cicero, the 
principal of his school made him feel welcome and educated the other students about AIDS. 
Being made to feel welcome raised Ryan’s spirits and improved his health, and he soon became 
a nationally known spokesperson on AIDS issues before dying of AIDS on April 8, 1990. One of 
the people singing at his funeral was Elton John, who had become a friend during Ryan’s illness. 
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Use Quotation Marks for Dialogue 
 

When you quote word for word what a person says, enclose that person’s words in quotation 
marks. 

 
• In 2008, Charlize Theron, 32 years old and an Oscar-winner as Best Actress in the movie 

Monster, and AnnaSophia Robb, 14 years old and the lead actress in the kids’ movie Because of 
Winn-Dixie, starred together in the movie Sleepwalking. Normally, actors will study each other’s 
work before acting together; however, Ms. Robb had seen very few movies starring Ms. Theron. 
Why? She explains, “My parents won’t let me see them, especially Monster.” Of course, 
winning an Oscar for Monster was very satisfying for Ms. Theron, especially because it was so 
hard to get the movie made and to find distribution for it. Ms. Theron says, “There wasn’t one 
person in this industry who wanted that film made. We had our financiers calling us at 3 
a.m. and asking us what the hell we were doing. They didn’t like the way I looked [the 
beautiful Ms. Theron put on weight for the movie and looked ugly], and they wondered 
who would want to see this movie. When we finished, we couldn’t pay a distributor to take 
it. We were hours away from signing a straight-to-video deal with Blockbuster when we 
found a distributor. For that reason alone, the Oscar was especially sweet.” 

 
• At the Oscar awards ceremony, Shelly Winters announced a winner but didn’t want to hand 

over the Oscar, explaining, “This is very hard for an actress to let go of.” 
 
• This may be a shock to some people, but at one time, two-time Oscar-winner Jody Foster 

thought about giving up acting. She found acting not to be rewarding anymore, and she thought 
about entering some other profession where she could use her analytical skills. Ms. Foster says, 
“I had been feeling there was something kind of not intellectually valuable about being an 
actor. It had started to seem like a really dumb job.” Fortunately, she realized what the 
problem was: “It was me. It was my fault. I wasn’t bringing enough to it. I hadn’t realized 
that it was my responsibility to go deeper, to really build a character from the ground up; 
that to really be a good actor, you had to be able to discuss a movie, any movie that you’re 
taking on, and to see the literature in it. Then it becomes fascinating. Then you get better as 
an actor. Then you learn to really love movies.” With this realization, Ms. Foster rededicated 
herself to her career—at age 12. This paid off in a big way. Just two years later, when she was 
14, she played a prostitute in Taxi Driver, earning an Oscar nomination. 

 
• Robert Mitchum’s last movie was Dead Man (1995), directed by Jim Jarmusch. In it, Mr. 

Mitchum’s character carried a big shotgun, so Mr. Jarmusch gathered together a bunch of antique 
shotguns, took them to Mr. Mitchum’s house, and asked him to pick the shotgun he wanted to 
carry in the movie. Mr. Mitchum looked at the antique shotguns, then asked, “Which one is the 
lightest?” 

 
• Jack Lemmon’s first big movie was It Should Happen to You, starring Judy Holliday and 

directed by George Cukor. Jack was an enthusiastic actor, and Mr. Cukor kept telling him to act 
less. Eventually, Jack became upset and yelled, “If I do it any less, I won’t be acting!” Mr. 
Cukor replied, “Exactly.” 
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The American Style is to Put Commas and Periods Inside Quotation Marks 
 

The British style is to put commas and periods outside quotation marks, while the American style 
is to put commas and periods inside quotation marks. 
 

The American Style 
 

• Chris Lemmon, the son of actor Jack Lemmon, wrote a memoir of his father titled A Twist 
of Lemmon: A Tribute to My Father. In the book, and in interviews about the book, he tells 
stories about the two of them chasing a couple of poodles through the yard of actor James 
Coburn. Chris and Jack look up, see Mr. Coburn glowering at them through a picture window, 
and they point to each other and say, “It’s his fault.” By the way, Mr. Coburn is actually a nice 
guy. Chris said in an interview that “he was just one of the biggest teddy bears you’d ever want 
to meet on the face of the earth.” 

 
• When Yousuf Karsh went to Peter Lorre’s home to photograph the famous actor, he saw a 

sign by the driveway: “Beware of Ferocious Dogs.” The “ferocious dogs” turned out to be a 
couple of frisky Pekinese, a breed of very small, toy-sized dogs. 

 
• The brother of journalist Donald Liebenson once saw actor Paul Newman at an airport and 

asked him for an autograph for his mother, who was a big fan. Mr. Newman replied, “Sorry, pal. 
Tell your mom that I don’t sign autographs, but I’d be happy to buy her a beer.” Years later, Mr. 
Liebenson saw Mr. Newman at a publicity junket and recounted that story to him. Mr. Newman 
replied that he could remember the exact moment that he began declining to sign autographs: “I 
was standing at a urinal in Sardi’s, and this guy came though the door with a piece of paper. I 
thought this was inappropriate. It wasn’t just an invasion of privacy. It was an invasion of 
purpose.” 

 
• Shawn Edwards, a movie reviewer for Fox-TV in Kansas City, loved movies from an early 

age. When he was in the seventh grade, he and some friends used a room at their school as a 
movie studio. Mr. Edwards calls the studio “the claymation joint,” and he remembers, “We 
convinced the science teacher we were working on a science project, built these sets out of 
papier-mâché and started shooting our epic. It was about a group of cavemen who hunt for a 
dinosaur for a big celebration and [to] please the volcano before it gets mad.” When Mr. 
Edwards was attending Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia, Spike Lee filmed School Daze 
there. Mr. Edwards had broken his ankle during football practice, but he showed up at an 
audition for small parts and extras. He remembers that the people casting the movie looked at 
him as if they were thinking, “Baby, there’s not a part in this movie where you can be walking 
around with a cast.” But Mr. Edwards said, “I don’t sing. I don’t dance. I can’t act. And I’m not 
that funny. I just want to be in the movie.” He got lucky and appeared in a scene in which “Da 
Butt” was played. Mr. Edwards says, “I totally hate that song now because that’s all I heard all 
spring. It took three freaking days to shoot” that scene. 
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Use Quotation Marks for Words That are Used Ironically 
 

When words are used literally, they mean what they say. 
 
When words are used ironically, they do not mean what they say. 
 
To indicate that a word is used ironically, put it in quotation marks. 

 
 

• Hugh Troy once attended a crowded exhibition of paintings by Vincent Van Gogh, but he 
felt that the numerous viewers at the museum were more interested in the lurid details of the 
painter’s life—such as cutting off his ear so he could give it to a prostitute—than in the paintings 
themselves. Therefore, Mr. Troy used his talents as an artist to fashion a severed ear (using dried 
beef) and to construct a box with the inscription “This is the ear that Van Gogh cut off and sent 
to his mistress Dec. 24, 1888.” Placing the ear in the box, Mr. Troy smuggled it into the museum, 
then unobtrusively placed it in the exhibit. Almost immediately, everyone crowded around the 
“ear” and ignored the paintings. This allowed Mr. Troy to get close to the paintings and enjoy 
them. 

 
• George Takei’s fellow actors on Star Trek accept his homosexuality. (Mr. Takei played 

Sulu on the original TV series of Star Trek.) When the Star Trek movies began to be made, Mr. 
Takei would bring his partner, Brad Altman, to the Friday-night wrap parties after a week’s work 
was done. The first time he introduced Mr. Altman as a “friend,” but he kept bringing Mr. 
Altman to the parties. Mr. Takei says about his fellow workers in TV and movies, “They’re 
sophisticated people, so they put two and two together and said, ‘Hmmm, I get it.’” He 
discovered that Walter Koenig, the actor who played Pavel Chekov, knew that he was gay when 
Mr. Koenig motioned for him to turn around one day. Mr. Takei did turn around, and he saw a 
“stunningly good-looking young extra wearing the tight Star Trek uniform.” Immediately, Mr. 
Takei thought, “Okay, Walter knows and Walter understands.” Mr. Koenig and his wife also 
invited Mr. Takei over to visit them, saying, “Why don’t you bring Brad over?” Therefore, Mr. 
Takei says that his outing “happened in a very normal, natural, friendly way.” 

 
• In 1981, Karen Allen played the only “girl” whom Indiana Jones ever loved in Raiders of 

the Lost Ark, and in 2008 her character met the hero again in Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of 
the Crystal Skull. Of course, she was a couple of decades older, and filming took a little 
adjustment, although she “dove right back in, driving these big dusty, clanking old trucks on 
these remote locations, just like old times!” Still, Ms. Allen says, “In the beginning, I was saying, 
‘Oh, I don’t need the knee pads. Nooo, I don’t need elbow pads!’ After a few days, though, 
you’re like, ‘If I put a double set on the knees, will the camera see them through my pants?’ All 
that flinging yourself around is the hard part.” (Note: Karen Allen is a woman, not a girl.) 
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Use Single Quotation Marks Within Double Quotation Marks 
 

• Best-selling novelist Jackie Collins got kicked out of her school at age 15, so her parents 
asked her, “Hollywood or reform school?” Joan, her sister, was making movies in Hollywood, so 
Jackie chose Hollywood. Joan gave her a lot of freedom, meeting her at the airport and saying 
before disappearing, “OK, learn to drive, I can’t look after you, I’ve got to go off on location, 
goodbye, here’s the keys to the car, here’s the list of people who can help you if you get into any 
trouble.” Jackie says, “And I appreciated that, because […] I was a street-smart kid, and I wanted 
to be by myself.” For a while, Jackie appeared in movies—“always playing the Italian girl”—and 
she was able to take care of herself. When she went out for a part in a movie, guys would tell her, 
“Well, honey, let’s have dinner and discuss the part.” Jackie says, “And I would always say, 
‘Take your part for yourself,’ and I would leave. So I was always that street-smart kid, you 
know?” 

 
• In Snow Angels, directed by David Gordon Green, many interesting moments occur when 

Kate Beckinsale and Sam Rockwell act with three-year-old Gracie Hudson. During the making 
of the movie, Ms. Beckinsale and Mr. Rockwell were Gracie’s “Pretend Mommy” and “Pretend 
Daddy.” Mr. Green states, “Everybody always says, ‘Don’t work with animals and kids,’ but 
those are the two greatest things.” Gracie, of course, didn’t understand about cameras and 
saying lines, so almost everything she said and did was unscripted. The exception: At one point, 
Mr. Green wanted her to say, “Can I play outside?” Mr. Green says, “That was the only thing 
that I needed her to say in the whole movie, and for that I had to give her Skittles.” 

 
• English comedian Terry-Thomas was appearing in The Brass Monkey with actress Carole 

Landis, when the director began to worry about getting the movie finished quickly. The director 
asked Ms. Landis, “Let’s get this thing in the can. Can we work faster?” Ms. Landis replied, 
“Not unless you can print on the film, ‘Sorry, folks, about the poor quality, but we had to 
do it in a hurry.’” 

 
• Jeff Bridges had a good reason for wanting to star in the 1976 remake of King Kong: “I 

used to pretend I was sick whenever I saw [in] the TV Guide [that] King Kong was going to be 
on, so I could stay home from school and watch the original.” Mr. Bridges, however, is critical of 
the performance of one of his co-stars in the remake. He says, “The monkey in that was just 
terrible. Oh, my God. Just terrible.” Mr. Bridges has also seen another movie numerous times: 
The Big Lebowski, a cult favorite in which he plays The Dude. He says, “Normally when a 
movie of mine comes on I’ll turn the channel, but when Lebowski comes on, I’ll say, ‘I’ll 
just wait until Turturro licks the [bowling] ball, then I’ll change the channel.’” But after 
Turturro licks the bowling ball, Mr. Bridges will say that he’ll wait until another key moment in 
the movie occurs, and then he’ll turn the channel. This keeps repeating itself until Mr. Bridges 
discovers that he has watched The Big Lebowski yet another time. 
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Keep Related Words Together 
 

Words that go together should be kept together. 
 
Often, the word “only” modifies a number. When that happens, keep the word “only” and the 
number together. 
 

• A couple of beefy movie stuntmen thought they could easily defeat martial arts expert 
Bruce Lee in a fight because he was only 5-foot-8-inches tall and weighed only 145 pounds, so 
he demonstrated his strength and skill to them. He placed them a few feet from a swimming 
pool, gave each of them an inflated bag for protection, and then told them to assume any stance 
they wanted. He then said that he would attempt to give one kick to each of them, without a 
windup or a running start, that would send the stuntmen into the swimming pool. Mr. Lee gave 
one kick, and the first stuntman flew into the pool, then he gave another kick, and the second 
stuntman flew into the pool. 

 
• A fun movie about drag queens is the Australian film The Adventures of Priscilla, Queen of 

the Desert. Directed by Stephan Elliott, the surprise international hit even won an Academy 
Award for Costume Design. This win is amazing: The showpiece costume of the film—the flip-
flop dress—was made for only $7, thus showing the superiority of originality over money. 
(When the film’s costume designer, Lizzy Gardiner, picked up her Oscar, she wore a dress made 
from credit cards.) Of course, the male stars of the film wore dresses for the movie, but for the 
crew photo taken after the film was completed, every member of the crew, including some very 
macho males, happily wore a dress. 

 
• As an eight-year-old girl, Tatum O’Neal made Paper Moon; for a while afterward, her 

father, Ryan O’Neal, would not let her make any more movies. However, one day a teenaged 
Tatum told him that she wanted to use her earnings from Paper Moon to buy a horse ranch. He 
explained, “You made only $16,000. That won’t buy it.” Soon after, Tatum made $350,000 (and 
got a percentage) by acting in The Bad News Bears. 

 
• Israeli statesman Moshe Dayan wore an eyepatch, having lost an eye during World War II. 

Stopped by a police officer for speeding, Mr. Dayan said, “I have only one eye. What do you 
want me to watch: the speedometer or the road?” 

 
• During World War II, the Japanese occupied Malaysia from January 1942 to August 1945. 

After the occupation of the town of Seremban, a Japanese executive decided to use a pond to 
raise ducks; therefore, he ordered that the pond be fenced in, then he released 600 ducklings into 
the pond. However, the Malaysians did not appreciate the Japanese executive’s plans. At the end 
of two months, only 300 ducklings were still alive, and at the end of three months, only 60 
ducklings were still alive. When the Malaysians were questioned about the disappearance of the 
ducklings, they suggested that the ducklings didn’t know how to swim and therefore must have 
drowned. 
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Use a Semicolon to Join Two Closely Related Independent Clauses 
 

Note: An independent clause is a clause that can be correctly punctuated as a sentence. 
 
Two closely related independent clauses may be joined with a semicolon. 
 

Ex: The Yankees are in first place; the Mets are in last place. 
 
Two independent clauses may be joined with a semicolon, a connecting word or phrase such as 
however, moreover, or as a result, and a comma.  
 

Ex: The Yankees are in first place; however, the Mets are in last place. 
 
 

• Great art is frequently earthy. One of the most famous scenes in Ingmar Bergman’s 
Fanny and Alexander shows the character Uncle Carl amusing children with his virtuoso 
farting; his talents include being able to blow out a candle with his wind. Was the actor who 
played Uncle Carl really farting? Unfortunately, no. Bertil Guve, who played the boy Alexander, 
explains, “They had a person sitting right next to the candle with a tube.” Watch the scene 
carefully. When the candle is blown out, the wind does not come from Uncle Carl’s backside. 

 
• In 1994, when she was acting in John Waters’ Serial Mom, Kathleen Turner discovered that 

she had rheumatoid arthritis. She exercised regularly, as the doctor ordered, and she had 
surgery as necessary; however, for long periods of time she was unable to wear anything 
but slippers, although she loves shoes. In an interview with Rachel Cooke that was published 
in March of 2008, Ms. Turner said that she was very pleased that she had been able to wear 
shoes for two weeks. She had gone into a shoe store, tried a pair on, and cried, “I can wear 
these!” The shoe-store employee assisting her said, “Of course you can, dear.” Ms. Turner 
admits, “I scared the h*ll out of him.” 

 
• Al Jolson was a huge entertainer in vaudeville, but his career declined. Eventually it was 

resurrected when the 1946 movie The Jolson Story, which starred Bert Parks and won an Oscar 
for Best Score, came out. How forgotten was Mr. Jolson? He watched the movie in a theater, 
feeling very proud. At the end of the movie, which was a huge hit, people cheered, and Mr. 
Jolson overheard a woman say, “It’s too bad Jolson couldn’t be alive to see this.” When Mr. 
Jolson was big in show biz, he was huge. He often starred in musicals on Broadway, and when 
he felt like it, 20 minutes into the musical, he would tell the other members of the cast, “Go 
home.” Then he would sing and entertain solo for two hours. The audience never complained; 
after all, they had not come to see and hear the musical—they had come to see and hear 
Mr. Jolson. 
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How Do I Use Their, There, and They’re? 
 

there = a place 
Ex: Put it over there. 
 

they’re = they are 
Ex: They’re in the car. 

 
their = possessive of “they” 

Ex: Their coats are in the closet. 
 

Note: We also use the word “there” in phrases such as this: “there were.” However, these phrases 
can be wordy: 
 

Wordy: There were three things that I had to remember. 
 
Not Wordy: I had to remember three things. 

 
• Groucho Marx was occasionally afraid of losing his stardom and his money. In his 

autobiography, Groucho and Me, he explains how this fear started. While working on a movie 
titled A Day at the Races, the director, Sam Wood, said to him, “Groucho, you see those women 
over there? Well, ten years ago, twelve of the fourteen were stars and earned fifteen hundred 
dollars a week and more. Today they’re extras, getting ten and a half dollars. Pity, isn’t it?” As 
soon as the day’s shooting was done, Groucho rushed to the phone, called his insurance agent, 
and bought an annuity to provide for his old age. 

 

• While filming the B horror movie Evil Dead in rural Tennessee, actor Bruce Campbell 
withdrew some money from a local bank, then realized that it smelled funny. He told the bank 
teller, “This money smells like dirt.” She wasn’t surprised, saying, “Makes sense. Folks around 
here still bury it in their backyard.” 

 
• Lieder singer Lotte Lehmann was frightened of Arturo Toscanini because of his reputation, 

and she found working with him a “fearful pleasure.” Still, shortly after singing for him for the 
first time, she was relieved to sing a few lieder for a Beethoven association. Before performing, 
she told a friend, “Oh, I feel so calm. An easy program, a nice appreciative audience, and no 
Toscanini there to be frightened of.” At that moment, she looked out at the audience—and saw 
Toscanini. 

 
• Some convicts are wise guys. In 1986, police in Green Bay, Wisconsin, placed an order for 

license plates for their unmarked police cars. Wisconsin convicts made the license plates, and on 
each license plate they put the initials “PD”—short for “Police Department.” Deputy Police 
Chief Robert Langan rejected the license plates and sent them back, saying, “They were a dead 
giveaway.” 
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When Do I Use Italics for Titles? 
 

Use italics for the titles of books, long pieces of choreography, newspapers, plays, and movies.  
 
In general, the titles of long works of art should be italicized. 
 

Title of a Book 
 
• James Herbert, writer of such novels as Creed, knows celebrity photographer Richard 

Young, whose work appears in many celebrity-conscious newspapers and magazines. Mr. 
Herbert occasionally attends film premieres and parties where real celebrities are present, and he 
says that Mr. Young “always takes the trouble to photograph me just to make me feel important.” 
Mr. Young does this even though both he and Mr. Herbert know that the newspaper and 
magazine photo editors are never going to print Mr. Herbert’s photograph. 
 

Title of a Movie 
 
• Charles Chaplin and Edna Purviance made many silent films together, but after he directed 

her in the 1923 drama A Woman of Paris, she stopped starring in his films. Nevertheless, 
although she seldom appeared in his films, he kept her under contract as a way to help her 
financially. She did appear in small roles in his movies Monsieur Verdoux (1947) and Limelight 
(1952). 

 
Title of a Long Piece of Choreography 
 
• Politicians often do not understand art. Martha Graham choreographed Phaedra, and Isamu 

Noguchi created a bed to be used as a prop on stage. The bed bothered Congressman Peter 
Freylinghuysen of New Jersey, but Ms. Graham informed him that the bed was uncomfortable, 
only one person could lie on it at a time, and it was totally unsuited for any kind of amorous 
activity, although the congressman was welcome to give it a try. Ms. Graham then added, “I 
think eroticism is a lovely thing. Don’t you?” 

 
Title of a Magazine 
 
• Jeff Bridges had a good reason for wanting to star in the 1976 remake of King Kong: “I 

used to pretend I was sick whenever I saw [in] the TV Guide [that] King Kong was going to be 
on, so I could stay home from school and watch the original.” Mr. Bridges, however, is critical of 
the performance of one of his co-stars in the remake. He says, “The monkey in that was just 
terrible. Oh, my God. Just terrible.” Mr. Bridges has also seen another movie numerous times: 
The Big Lebowski, a cult favorite in which he plays The Dude. He says, “Normally when a movie 
of mine comes on I’ll turn the channel, but when Lebowski comes on, I’ll say, ‘I’ll just wait until 
Turturro licks the [bowling] ball, then I’ll change the channel.’” But after Turturro licks the 
bowling ball, Mr. Bridges will say that he’ll wait until another key moment in the movie occurs, 
and then he’ll turn the channel. This keeps repeating itself until Mr. Bridges discovers that he has 
watched The Big Lebowski yet another time. 
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When Do I Use Quotation Marks for Titles? 
 

In general, use quotation marks for the titles of short works of art, such as a short story, a short 
poem, a song (as opposed to an album), and a single episode of a TV series. 
 
“Title of a Song” 
 

At the 1976 Olympic Games in Montreal, Canada, Margaret Murdock appeared to have won 
the gold medal in the small-bore rifle competition by out-scoring fellow American Lanny 
Bassham, 1,162 points to 1,161 points. However, the Olympic officials discovered an error in the 
scoring. One judge had recorded a 9 instead of a 10 for Mr. Bassham. Now the two were tied at 
1,162 points apiece. More drama ensued. The tiebreaker awarded the gold medal to Mr. 
Bassham, leaving the silver for Ms. Murdock. However, Mr. Bassham felt that since the two 
scores had been equal, Ms. Murdock deserved to stand at the top of the podium with him. At the 
awards ceremony, he clasped her hand and helped her to the top of the awards podium, and they 
stood together as “The Star-Spangled Banner” played. Mr. Bassham said afterward, “I wanted 
to show that I felt that her performance equaled mine. There was no way she deserved to stand 
lower while the anthem was played.” 

 
• Thomas Dolby, who is probably most famous for his song “She Blinded Me With 

Science,” found it easy to give up smoking at age 28. He met actress Kathleen Beller, and she 
told him that if he smoked, she would never kiss him. Mr. Dolby says, “I really wanted to kiss 
her. So that did the trick.” They married and had children. 

 
“Episode of a TV Series” 

 
• Some of the plots and dialogue on The Dick Van Dyke Show came from real life. The 

episode “A Bird in the Head Hurts!” was about a bird stalking Ritchie to get locks of his hair for 
her nest. (This actually happened to a neighbor of series creator Carl Reiner.) The advice given 
to Laura Petrie in the episode—“Let him wear a pith helmet”—was actually spoken by an 
ASPCA officer. In the episode “Never Name a Duck,” the Petrie family acquires two ducks as 
pets for Ritchie. (In real life, the Reiner family had acquired two ducks as pets for the children.) 
One duck died and the other duck soon appeared to be ill. The line about the ill duck—“He looks 
pale!”—was spoken in real life by Mr. Reiner’s wife, Estelle. 

 
• Actor Patrick Macnee had a chance to display his riding ability in the Avengers episode 

“Silent Dust.” He actually rode the same horse that Sir Laurence Olivier had ridden in Henry V 
when he made the speech “Once more into the breach, dear friends.” Then, the horse was two 
years old. At the time of the filming of the Avengers episode, the horse was 22, but still 
wonderful. Diana Rigg also rode on a horse, but during filming she confessed to Mr. Macnee that 
she had never been on a horse until the day before yesterday. When he asked what she had done 
the day before yesterday, she replied, “I went and had a lesson.” 
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How Do I Use To, Two, Too? 
 

“To” is used (among other uses) in infinitives: to walk, to talk. 
 
“Two” is a number: one, two, three. 
 
“Too” means “excessively” or “very”: too hot, too hard, too soft. It can also mean “also”—I’m 

going, too. 
 
 

• Walter Slezak was an actor—he played the part of the German submarine captain in Alfred 
Hitchcock’s Lifeboat. Because his father was the famous opera singer Leo Slezak, he was able to 
make his stage debut very early in life. At the Cologne Opera House, the director of the opera 
Lohengrin created a startling trick with perspective. At first, a boat carrying Lohengrin seemed 
far away, then it seemed very close to the audience. The trick worked through the use of two 
boats. The first boat was actually very small, and the Lohengrin seen in it was actually a child, 
wearing a fake beard to seem like the adult Lohengrin. The second boat was large and carried the 
adult tenor singing the part of Lohengrin. At one performance, the tiny but bearded Lohengrin 
was four-year-old Walter Slezak. 

 
• Mary Badham, who played Scout in the movie version of To Kill a Mockingbird, did not 

want filming to end, so on the last day of shooting the movie, she deliberately flubbed several 
takes. However, her mother finally told her to say the lines because if shooting took much 
longer, the Los Angeles traffic would be very bad. During the making of the movie, the child 
actors frequently made Gregory Peck a target of their water pistols, so when the last take was 
completed, he stepped away quickly and laughed as the lighting crew poured buckets of water on 
the child actors. By the way, Mary was feisty. She was a 9-year-old who was playing a younger 
child, and when someone told her that she was little for her age, she replied, “You’d be little, 
too, if you drank as much coffee as I do.” 

 
• Theodor Geisel, aka Dr. Seuss, disliked making the movie The 5,000 Fingers of Dr. T, and 

the critics hated it, but it did provide one happy memory for him. The movie featured 150 boy 
pianists, and one day the movie studio made the mistake of giving the boys’ weekly salary to the 
boys instead of to the boys’ parents or agents. The boys happily gorged themselves on way too 
many hot dogs and way too much other junk food, and then filming resumed. One boy vomited, 
and this caused a chain reaction, as one boy after another upchucked the results of a junk-food 
orgy. 

 
• Comedian Henry Morgan once worked the late shift at a radio station. Among his other 

duties, he had to read a list of the people who were reported missing. Since he figured that at that 
late hour, no one was listening to the station, he included the name of his boss among the names 
of the people who had been reported missing. Mr. Morgan was wrong when he thought that no 
one was listening—his boss had been listening, so he was fired. 
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How Do I Use Than and Then? 
 

“Than” is used in comparisons: better than, more than. 
 
“Then” is a time word: If this happens, then that will happen. 

 
 

• For a while, writers Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur ran a movie studio in which they 
produced their own scripts. They had a policy of not responding to letters, instead hiring 
someone to burn their mail each day, unread. However, they did read a letter from a movie 
theater owner in Iron Mountain, Michigan, which was printed in the Exhibitors’ Herald, a movie 
trade magazine. The letter complained that the Hecht-MacArthur movie The Scoundrel was bad 
for business and annoying to the Iron Mountain movie-goers. Hecht and MacArthur spent all day 
composing an insulting letter, saying among other things that the citizens of Iron Mountain were 
so backward that they lived in trees. After mailing the letter, Hecht and MacArthur read the reply 
in the next issue of the Exhibitors’ Herald. The movie theater owner had written, “Messers 
Hecht and MacArthur, I have received your letter, framed it and hung it in the lobby of my 
theatre, where it is attracting a great deal more attention than did your motion picture.” 

 

• Playwright Charles MacArthur was rewriting a speech in his play The Front Page when 
producer Jed Harris walked in, looked over his shoulder at the writing, said “That’s no good,” 
then yanked the paper out of the typewriter. Mr. MacArthur let out a roar of rage and started for 
Mr. Harris, who ran for his life as Front Page co-writer Ben Hecht restrained Mr. MacArthur. 
Later, Mr. MacArthur and Mr. Hecht added this scene to their play. 

 
• Frank Sinatra spent money freely. A valet once brought him his car, and Frank asked him 

what had been the biggest tip he had ever received. The valet replied that it had been $100. Frank 
gave him a $200 tip, and then he asked the valet who had given him the $100 tip. The valet 
replied, “You did, sir. Last week.” Sammy Davis, Jr., imitated Frank’s free-spending ways, with 
the result that he met with an accountant, who advised him to cut down on his expenses or face 
financial ruin. The next day, Sammy sent the accountant a gift: a gold Cartier cigarette case 
inscribed, “Thanks for the advice.” 

 
• Spike Lee made his first feature film, She’s Gotta Have It, for $175,000 at a time when the 

production of some TV commercials cost more than that. Money was so tight that he told his 
actors not to throw away their soft drink bottles so he could return them for the deposit. 

 
• Shirley Temple became a child star in movies before she learned how to read. So how did 

she learn her lines? Her mother read her the scripts of her movies at bedtime. In 1934, little 
Shirley won a miniature Oscar to recognize a major accomplishment: According to Hollywood, 
she had brought “more happiness to millions of children and millions of grownups than any 
child of her years in the history of the world.” 
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Use “Who” (Subject) and “Whom” (Object) to Refer to People 
 

Use “who” and “whom” to refer to people. “Who” is a subject. “Whom” is an object. 
 

 
• Actress Jessica Lange has won two Oscars, and her advice to anyone who is nominated for 

an Oscar is to have a few words that you can say “just in case” you win. She also says that the 
best speech ever given by a winner was very short. Tommy Lee Jones said, “Thanks for all the 
work.” In Hollywood, getting work is very important. 

 
• When he was four years old, actor Steve Buscemi was hit by a bus and got his skull 

fractured. This doesn’t mean that he was unlucky—the accident could have been a lot worse. In 
addition, when he became 18 years old, he received a $6,000 settlement from the city. He used 
the money to pay for acting school at the Lee Strasberg Institute, where he studied with John, 
Lee’s son, who was more laid-back than his famous father. For example, Mr. Buscemi describes 
an acting scenario at the institute: “They had this thing where if you were in a desert and 
imagining sun beating down on you, you couldn’t use the stage light to imagine the sun. But 
John said if the stage light works, that’s fine. The audience don’t know and don’t care.” Mr. 
Buscemi, of course, gets results, as is evidenced by his roles in such movies as Fargo, Reservoir 
Dogs, and Ghost World. 

 
• Director Werner Herzog originally wanted Jason Robards to star in his movie Fitzcarraldo, 

in which a 340-ton steamship is carried over a mountain (the people involved in making the film 
actually did this) in the Peruvian rainforest, but Mr. Robards contracted amoebic dysentery and 
was unable to keep on filming the movie. Therefore, Mr. Herzog hired Klaus Kinski, whom 
critic Giles Harvey describes as an “incendiary, egomaniacal, tantrum-prone bull.” Of course, 
Mr. Kinski acted in such a way as to live up to Mr. Harvey’s description of him, and a Native 
American chief who had been hired for the movie told Mr. Herzog that he was more than willing 
to kill Mr. Kinski. Mr. Herzog declined the offer—which was appreciated. 

 
• Even big-time directors like Francis Ford Coppolo don’t have as much power as people 

tend to think they do. In 1997, he wanted to cast Johnny Depp—whom he regards as “one of the 
three greatest actors of his generation”—as the lead in The Rainmaker, but the movie studio 
would not let him do that because at the time Mr. Depp was not the major star that he is now. 
Therefore, Mr. Coppola had to tell him, “Listen, they absolutely forbid me to cast you in this.” 
Mr. Depp replied, “But we thought you were a god!” Mr. Coppola says, “A lot of people think 
that being a name director, you do absolutely what you want to do and only what you want to do. 
Maybe Steven Spielberg’s earned that right with his extraordinary career. But he would be the 
only one who has that type of power.” 
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How Do I Use Your And You’re? 
 

your = possessive form of you 
Ex: Your coat is in that closet. 
Ex: Your car is at the carwash. 

 
you’re = contraction of you are 

Ex: You’re standing in the rain. 
Ex: You’re an incredibly sensitive woman. 

 
 

• When she was a little girl, actress Samantha Morton attended drama club with other little 
kids. For one lesson, she was supposed to improvise a scene with another little girl. The two girls 
stood in front of the group, and the drama teacher whispered to little Samantha the theme of the 
improvisation: “The other girl’s stolen your hamster.” Samantha responded by improvising in 
her own way. She says, “I beat the crap out of this girl, and they didn’t ask me back.” 

 
• Not every family is happy. While growing up, actor Corbin Bernsen did not have a really 

good relationship with his father, and at one point, during the process of getting a divorce, his 
mother was drinking way too much. In addition, Corbin was going through a process of teenage 
rebellion and blaming his parents for it. Corbin says, “I was a typical kid, getting high and acting 
crazy. And I said, ‘Well, Mom is this’ and ‘I do this because of that’ and ‘What do you expect?’” 
His father then taught him an important lesson. Corbin remembers, “My dad said, ‘You have a 
choice in life. You can be happy or you can be sad. But don’t blame anybody else other than 
yourself. If your life is going to be screwed up, don’t blame me or your mom.’” He decided to 
become an actor after seeing his mother on the stage in a production of The Miracle Worker, 
following which he thought, “Wow, that’s my mother up there, the crazy woman who makes my 
dinner. Look at what she’s doing!’” She also taught him an important lesson: “She said, ‘I don’t 
mind you following what I’m doing. You’ve seen the ups and downs. The only thing I demand 
of you is that you love and respect your craft. It doesn’t matter if you’re doing a commercial or 
a movie, just love it. Love all of it.’” 

 
• One problem that many actors have is acting in bad weather conditions of extreme heat or 

extreme cold, often at unpleasant times such as night or very early in the morning. In her acting, 
Laura Linney deals with industrial-strength issues such as death, illness and personal failure. 
However, she says, “You know what’s more difficult, what they don’t teach you in drama 
school? How to act at 4:30 in the morning in the freezing cold or boiling heat. That’s more 
challenging than any sort of emotional work. And it’s like childbirth. You forget about it once a 
movie’s finished and you’re on to the next.” While acting in the 2007 remake of 3:10 to Yuma, 
Russell Crowe ran into the problem of an unpleasant acting environment: “We were surrounded 
by four-and-a-half feet of snow doing scenes where we’re talking about the drought.” 
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Some Books by David Bruce (1954- ) 
 

Retellings of a Classic Work of Literature 

Dante’s Inferno: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Purgatory: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Paradise: A Retelling in Prose  

Dante’s Divine Comedy: A Retelling in Prose  

From the Iliad to the Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose of Quintus of Smyrna’s Posthomerica 

Homer’s Iliad: A Retelling in Prose  

Homer’s Odyssey: A Retelling in Prose  

Jason and the Argonauts: A Retelling in Prose of Apollonius of Rhodes’ Argonautica 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 1: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s 2 Henry IV, aka Henry IV, Part 2: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s As You Like It: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Comedy of Errors: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Hamlet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Henry V: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merchant of Venice: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Merry Wives of Windsor: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Othello: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s The Tempest: A Retelling in Prose  

William Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night: A Retelling in Prose  

Children’s Biography 

Nadia Comaneci: Perfect Ten 
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Personal Finance 

How to Manage Your Money: A Guide for the Non-Rich 

Anecdote Collections 

250 Anecdotes About Opera 

250 Anecdotes About Religion 

250 Anecdotes About Religion: Volume 2 

250 Music Anecdotes 

Be a Work of Art: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

The Coolest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in the Arts: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Coolest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

Create, Then Take a Break: 250 Anecdotes 

Don’t Fear the Reaper: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Art: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Books, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Comedy: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Dance: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 4: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 5: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Families, Volume 6: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Music, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Neighborhoods: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Relationships: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 
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The Funniest People in Sports, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Television and Radio: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People in Theater: 250 Anecdotes 

The Funniest People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes  

The Funniest People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes  

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 1: 250 Anecdotes 

The Kindest People Who Do Good Deeds, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Maximum Cool: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Movies: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Politics and History, Volume 3: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Religion: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People in Sports: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life: 250 Anecdotes 

The Most Interesting People Who Live Life, Volume 2: 250 Anecdotes 

Reality is Fabulous: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Resist Psychic Death: 250 Anecdotes 

Seize the Day: 250 Anecdotes and Stories 

Free Discussion Guide Series 

Dante’s Inferno: A Discussion Guide  

Dante’s Paradise: A Discussion Guide 

Dante’s Purgatory: A Discussion Guide 

Forrest Carter’s The Education of Little Tree: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Iliad: A Discussion Guide 

Homer’s Odyssey: A Discussion Guide 

Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Maniac Magee: A Discussion Guide 

Jerry Spinelli’s Stargirl: A Discussion Guide 

Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest Proposal”: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Black Cauldron: A Discussion Guide 

Lloyd Alexander’s The Book of Three: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s Adventures of Huckleberry Finn: A Discussion Guide 
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Mark Twain’s The Adventures of Tom Sawyer: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court: A Discussion Guide 

Mark Twain’s The Prince and the Pauper: A Discussion Guide 

Nancy Garden’s Annie on My Mind: A Discussion Guide 

Nicholas Sparks’ A Walk to Remember: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s Aeneid: A Discussion Guide 

Virgil’s “The Fall of Troy”: A Discussion Guide 

Voltaire’s Candide: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s 1 Henry IV: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Macbeth: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream: A Discussion Guide 

William Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet: A Discussion Guide 

William Sleator’s Oddballs: A Discussion Guide 
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About the Author 
 
It was a dark and stormy night. Suddenly a cry rang out, and on a hot summer night in 1954, 
Josephine, wife of Carl Bruce, gave birth to a boy—me. Unfortunately, this young married 
couple allowed Reuben Saturday, Josephine’s brother, to name their first-born. Reuben, aka “The 
Joker,” decided that Bruce was a nice name, so he decided to name me Bruce Bruce. I have gone 
by my middle name—David—ever since. 
 
Being named Bruce David Bruce hasn’t been all bad. Bank tellers remember me very quickly, so 
I don’t often have to show an ID. It can be fun in charades, also. When I was a counselor as a 
teenager at Camp Echoing Hills in Warsaw, Ohio, a fellow counselor gave the signs for “sounds 
like” and “two words,” then she pointed to a bruise on her leg twice. Bruise Bruise? Oh yeah, 
Bruce Bruce is the answer! 
 
Uncle Reuben, by the way, gave me a haircut when I was in kindergarten. He cut my hair short 
and shaved a small bald spot on the back of my head. My mother wouldn’t let me go to school 
until the bald spot grew out again. 
 
Of all my brothers and sisters (six in all), I am the only transplant to Athens, Ohio. I was born in 
Newark, Ohio, and have lived all around Southeastern Ohio. However, I moved to Athens to go 
to Ohio University and have never left.  
 
At Ohio U, I never could make up my mind whether to major in English or Philosophy, so I got a 
bachelor’s degree with a double major in both areas, then I added a master’s degree in English 
and a master’s degree in Philosophy. Currently, and for a long time to come, I publish a weekly 
humorous column titled “Wise Up!” for The Athens News and I am a retired English instructor at 
Ohio U. 
 
If all goes well, I will publish one or two books a year for the rest of my life. (On the other hand, 
a good way to make God laugh is to tell Her your plans.)  

 
 


